
PRESS KIT 

QT GOLD COAST 



THE BEACHSIDE 
DESTINATION EVERYONE’S 
WAKING UP TO 

Check in to the new luxury. QT Gold Coast is your glowing ticket to the 
epicentre of a cultural gold rush, taking a cool left-hander to stardom by 
way of music, fashion, food and art done the easy way.  

Along our famous poolside, a sun-kissed renaissance is blooming at QT 
GC, paradise for more than the surfers. Coast into Baha cool and 
unexpected delights, drink and dine in the care of the true aficionados at 
Yamagen Japanese and remember – when in doubt, meet us where the 
locals go. 

 

 

 



PUBLIC SPACES 

QT Gold Coast is designed to transport guests to a modern coastal 
escape. Designed by QT Hotels long-time collaborator and celebrated 
designer, Nic Graham, the hotel is inspired by ‘Miami Heat’ meets ‘Palm 
Springs Chic’. A crisp black and white palette is contrasted with boho 
chic and bold Missoni infused patterns with a pop of Miami neon tones.  

The open spaces and décor have a playful edge, which exude vibrancy 
and transience – an entrance installation by artist Jennifer Steinkamp, 
who works with video and new media, creates an intrepid design punch 
on arrival. 

With columns wrapped in rope, bars stacked in river pebbles, nautical 
lanterns and cocktails under candlelight, QT Gold Coast offers an all-
round chic coastal vibe.  

 



Set along a coastline with a reputation to shine, your Gold Coast hotel 
room serves up tranquillity with bursts of joy. It’s popping with the right 
kinds of colour. Electric blue ocean and sunset golden hours. Luxurious 
lightness designed with an energetic buzz. Isn’t this what you deserve 
from your accommodation on the Gold Coast? A solid night’s sleep and 
waking up in a gold-star glow. 

The 297 designer guest rooms feature a crisp and chic palette with a 
whole lot of vibrancy. Glistening in Gold Coast water views or the 
Hinterland, the boldy-designed rooms are rich in scenic luxury. Guests 
can indulge in a luxurious king bed and a private balcony to bask in the 
sunset hues.  

The newly renovated ocean view suites are enhanced with contemporary 
Australian arts by Kate Ballis and Tom Adair, with an eccentric pop of 
neon amongst a boho aesthetic. Open wardrobes with bold Missoni 
inspired backings, beachy timber floors and chic furniture create a 
coastal and forever summer vibe.  

Every element has been designed specifically for each room with a focus 
on luxury and embracing eclectic and bold design, tailored for an edgy 
and unforgettable QT experience.  

ROOMS AND SUITES 



EATING AND DRINKING 

Dine in the care of true aficionados at QT Gold Coast. Experience a world 
of flavour at Bazaar Marketplace – all without leaving your seat. Or, find 
yourself in a Tokyo dream with Yamagen’s innovative magic. Spaces 
designed in industrial chic for dining in sensory delight.  

Strut into a night at Stingray Lounge and create tomorrow morning’s 
stories. We’ll be waiting at FIXX Café in sunny glory. Laze poolside at The 
Spring, with a menu just as refreshing as a dip in the pool, and taste the 
memories of summers past.  

 



BAZAAR INTERACTIVE 
MARKETPLACE 

Pack your passport for tastes unknown, Bazaar is your marketplace of global flavours. For those seeking out delicious treasures, we’ve 
mapped out your pursuit of street food pleasures. From Middle Eastern souk to Latin American bodega, tradition marks your Gold Coast 
dining spot. 

Serving vibrancy by design and dishes made to order, this is a reinvention of hotel dining for the gastronomic explorer. Slow-cooked meats 
and fresh seafood peppered with innovative spice. 

Executive Chef Greg Benney and his team have created a unique dining experience that pulses with thrilling city energy. Come join us in 
quirky QT style and get immersed in culinary culture. 

 



YAMAGEN JAPANESE 

Traditional Japanese cuisine alive in a playful Tokyo dream. Neon lights and statement style, Yamagen is where you’ll taste it. An izakaya 
dining experience made to share for a night of vibrant refined flavours. Smoking signature kushiyaki, sushi and delicate market-fresh sashimi. 

As the Gold Coast’s first fine dining modern Japanese restaurant, we have a history of igniting senses. Electric Tokyo feels matched with 
tasty culinary worship. With Omakase dining we let you choose your own food adventure. Drink to vibrant nights and relaxing times by 
indulging in the country’s most extensive Japanese whisky collection. 

Executive Chef Adam Lane sets the Gold Coast dining trend with his mix of old school and innovative Asian flavours. With a star-studded 
background and international acclaim, in Adam’s culinary arts we trust. 

 



THE SPRING 

Come dabble in the exotic aquatic at The Spring, the Gold Coast’s latest poolside precinct. Cork-popping Palm Springs style meets famous 
QT hospitality; you’ll be afloat in designer luxury.  

Deep dive into bubbly vibrations with cocktails and freestyle, delectable flavours from Japanese izakaya, Mexican infusions and 
Mediterranean seafood delicacies.  

Indulgence is always in season at The Spring, so reserve a sun-drenched afternoon in our luxe QT Cabanas, soaking up the lazy ambience of 
bottle service and Riviera chic. Evening breeze, meet palm trees.  

Warming you up with day spa activations and chilling things down with Sunday Sessions; come play with us soon at The Spring - the 
temperature is perfectly cool. 

 



STINGRAY LOUNGE 

We’re going back to Cali. Away from the Goldie’s usual scene, Stingray is the stylishly eclectic place to be. A perfect mix of coastal 
connections that flow way down to Mexico. Over 50 in-house Tequilas served with bites – a snack menu of delicious Baja Californian 
chasers. 

Attracting a rare mingling of tourists and locals, Stingray nights come with a salty air of fleeting fun. Splashes of pop art and lounge booths 
surrounded by a buzzing sun-kissed atmosphere. Weekend DJs to send you dancing into balmy nights. A cheeky evening played out in 
sophistication. Where you’ll make whimsical holiday moments to tell your friends back home. 

 



MEETING AND EVENT SPACES 

A vibrant coastal playground buzzing with sunny intrigue. A place to escape for special events with a 
modern, quirky chic. We have a unique range of designer spaces both intimate and grand. Meeting 
rooms with a creative breeze or a gracious glimmering ballroom. Venues for private dining mixed 
with poolside pleasures. Boutique weddings, parties or a professionally carefree conference. All 
venues and events come with a QT edge, and are styled in unexpected Gold Coast delights. 



COLLABORATORS 
With a rich history in hotel design, management and community projects, the management and creative heads of QT Gold Coast have targeted yet varied experience 

 

NIC GRAHAM NAOMI GREGORY 

Australia interior designer Nic Graham is celebrated 
for a variety of residential, commercial and 
hospitality projects in the Asia-Pacific region and  
has made a name for himself delivering the cool 
and quirky interiors of QT Hotels & Resorts. 

Graham has been running his own studio in Sydney 
with a small team and has worked in all of the 
traditional design categories including architecture, 
furniture and product design and interiors.  

Nic and his team are passionate about the finer 
details in their projects, and continue to collaborate 
with artisans, artists, furniture makers, graphic 
designers and engineers to make memorable 
spaces and noteworthy design ‘moments’. 

 

 

  

Naomi Gregory is one of Australasia’s most sought 
after spa consultants, bringing an exceptional 
wealth of knowledge to the development of spaQ. 
Gregory describes spaQ as a “designer spa” 
experience, with an underpinning philosophy that 
treatment experiences should be especially crafted 
for each guest, ensuring the very best outcome for 
optimum wellbeing, rejuvenation and vitality. 
Gregory has developed an impressive portfolio 
including working and consulting at world 
renowned spa locations such as Chiva-Som 
International Health Resort in Hua Hin, Thailand.  

Prior to her involvement in these prestigious spa 
projects, Gregory developed and managed her own 
health retreat in Byron Bay; later making the switch 
from operator to consultant after overseeing more 
than 25 spa locations in three countries for 
Mandara Spa Asia. Gregory currently oversees 
spaQ in three QT Hotel & Resort locations including 
Sydney, Gold Coast and Falls Creek 

Interior Designer  

 

 

  

Spa consultant 

 

 

  



For more information please contact: 

Alana Kelly 
Communications Executive 

Alana_Kelly@evt.com 

p: 07 5584 1230 

CONTACT 

mailto:Alana_Kelly@evt.com
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